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This material may be protected by Copyright law [Title 17 U.S. Code} 

BIT-LEVEL SYSTOLIC ALGORITHM

FOR THE SYMMETRIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

JEAN-MARC DELOSME

Department ofElectrical Engineering
Yale University

An arithmetic algorithm is presented which speeds up the parallel Jacobi method for the
eigen-decomposition of real symmetric matrices. The matrices to which the plane Jacobi
rotations are applied are decomposed into even and odd part, enabling the application of
the rotations from a single side and thus removing some sequentiality from the original
method. The rotations are evaluated and applied in a fully concurrent fashion with the
help of an implicit CORDICalgorithm. In addition, the CORDIC algorithm can perform
rotations with variable resolution, which lead to a significant reduction in the total com-
putation time.

I. INTRODUCTION

The eigenvalue decomposition of a real symmetric matrix or the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of an arbitrary real matrix may be obtained by the Jacobi method
(Jacobi/Kogbetliantz). This method can be parallelized to a high degree [1], [2], result-
ing in a computation time that is approximately linear in the smallest dimension of the
matrix. Furthermore the ratio of parallel to sequential hardware cost is of the same
order as the gain in computation time. Thus, the parallel hardware is exercised with a
fairly high efficiency, essentially independent of the matrix (smallest) dimension.

Although the Jacobi method requires more operations than the justly popular QR
method (Francis/Golub and Kahan), a significantly higher degree of parallelism may be
extracted from it, making it the method of choice for the fast diagonalization, via orthog-
onal transformations, of unstructured dense matrices. Our objective is to determine
extremely fast ways of performing this diagonalization in the context of signal and image
processing. This entails, starting from the Jacobi method and the parallelization scheme
of Brent and Luk, the design of algorithms at a detailed level and the development of
the associated, application-specific, array architectures. In this paper, after analyzing
the elementary mathematical operations in the Jacobi method (i.e. the evaluation and
application of Jacobi rotations), we devise arithmetic algorithms that effect these
mathematical operations with few primitive operations (i.e. few shifts and adds) and
enable the most efficient use of the parallel hardware. Moreover we modify the Jacobi
algorithm in order to reduce the total number of primitive operations for achieving
matrix diagonalization.

By targeting an implementation that is as fast as can be found, we are led to
exploring and exploiting as much as possible the mathematical structure of the problem,
hence to finding arithmetic algorithms better adapted to the problem at hand. Imple-
mentations which match lower data rates can then be generated by a fairly standard
process of sequentialization. By considering the SVD problem, which may be viewed as
a generalization of the symmetric eigenvalue problem, wefirst direct our search for struc-
ture toward fundamental objects and properties. The special features due to symmetry
are exploited in a second phase. Our approach to algorithm design is thus hierarchical:
first the main structure, then the refinements. This way we avoid focusing early on
non-fundamental features and, as a result, being trapped in a local optimum. In fact, in
order to uncover a global solution, we have embedded the problem into a further

770 CH2920-7/90/0000/0770$01.00 © 1990 IEEE
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generalization: the SVD problem for complez matrices. Although this generalization is
not discussed in this paper(it is presented in [6]), it did guide us in our search.

The parallel Jacobi algorithm of Brent and Lukis briefly described in Section II.
This algorithm exhibits close to maximal parallelism and does it at a close to minimal
communication cost, where ‘close to’ means ‘up to a small constant multiplicative factor’
[7]. It provides the starting point for the process of refinement, taking the above multi-
plicative factors closer to unity, that brings forth our array for the eigen-decomposition
of real symmetric matrices. The Jacobi method is a succession of parallel steps, starting
from an initial square matrix and converging to a diagonal matrix, in which plane rota-
tions are applied on both sides of the 2x2 submatrices of the currentiterate. In Sec-
tion III a mathematical property, the existence of the decomposition of Clifford numbers
into even and odd parts, is shown to enable the application of the rotations from the
sameside, thus leading to a parallel procedure for the evaluation and the application of
the Jacobi rotations. While this procedure would cost many operations if the rotations
were evaluated using the standard arithmetic operations, +, x, /, V, it becomes cheapif
CORDICarithmetic, based on shifts and adds and reviewed in Section IV, is employed.
Our ‘implicit? CORDIC algorithm for the symmetric eigenvalue problem, which does not
compute rotation angles explicitly, is presented in Section V. Evaluation and application
of the rotations may be fully overlapped with this algorithm, a feat which cannot be
achieved with an explicit CORDIC algorithm.

II. ARRAY ARCHITECTURE

The method of Jacobi, first applied to the eigen-decomposition of real symmetric
matrices B = UAU?, with U orthogonal and A real diagonal, was generalized by
Kogbetliantz (1955) to the computation of the SVD of a real rectangular matrix
A =VZU7, where U and V_ have orthonormal columns and © is real diagonal
with positive entries. We shall first expose the general case and then turn to the sym-
metric case, which can be viewed as a special case.

Without loss of generality, A may be assumed to have more rows than columns.
By applying plane, Givens, rotations from the left, A may be decomposed into QB
where Q has orthonormal columns and B is square. Thus the computation of the
SVD of a rectangular matrix A reduces to the SVD computation of an associated
square matrix B, and we can from now on only consider the decomposition of square
matrices B.

Starting from a general real nxn matrix B, the Jacobi method performs a short
sequence of sweeps to bring the matrix to diagonal form. In each sweep n(n-1)/2
pairs of plane rotations are applied to both sides of the matrix to annihilate each of the
n(n-1) off-diagonal elements once. Each pair of rotations may be represented by two
nxn matrices, J;;, applied to the matrix from the right, and J;;, applied to the
matrix from the left, where the couple ij, with 1<i <j <n, is distinct for each pair
in the sweep. Both rotation matrices differ from the identity matrix of order n_ by the
principal submatrix formed at the intersection of the row and columnpairs correspond-
ing to i and j. These principal submatrices have the form

cos @;; sin 8;; cos 6/; -sin 0/;
for J;; and for Jj,

-sin 6;; cos 6;; sin 6/; cos ;;
and the angles @;; and 9;; are selected to zero out simultaneously the ij-th and ji-th
entry of the matrix to which J;; and Jj; are applied.

Page 8 of 18
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The simultaneous application of p non-conflicting pairs of rotations, zeroing out
2p entries of the matrix to which they are applied, is called a (parallel) step. For ease
of presentation we shall assume that n_ is even and refer to [1] and [7] for n odd.
Since any partition of the set {1,...,n} into pairs {i,j} has n/2 parts, a maxi-
mally parallel step would apply n/2 pairs of rotations simultaneously. If a sweep is
decomposed into a sequence of such steps, each forcing mn matrix entries to 0,andif for
all the steps in the same sweep the indices ij of the pairs of rotations are distinct, the
number of steps in a sweep is minimal, equal to n-1. Such a scheme may be con-
structed by selecting a cyclic permutation, P, of the indices {2,3,...,n}. By parti-
tioning into contiguous pairs the ordered concatenation {1}US, where S is the
ordered set {2,3,...,n}, a set of pairs, {12; 34; ...;n-1,n }, is obtained whose orderis
induced from the order {1} US. These are the pairs of indices for the pairs of rotations
applied in the first step of a sweep. Next the ordered concatenation {1} U PS is parti-
tioned into contiguous pairs, with order induced by the order {1} U PS, defining the
pairs of indices for the second step. The order {1} U P?S defines the pairs of indices
for the third step, and so on until {1}UP"S for the (n-1)-th step. The following
order is {1}U P""S = {1} US; indeed this is the beginning of the next sweep. We
shall index the pairs at a given step & by a single number J,1< I <n/2; thus Jj;
will alternately be written J, and, in particular, J3, and J, represent the same
matrix at step 1. Brent and Luk haveselected the cyclic permutation

2-3-5 --- +~n-3Bon-lon-n-2- --- 6-4-2,

which has the desirable property that the indices ij in the J-th pair at step k come
from the neighboring pairs at step ‘-1, with indices IJ-1, I,or J+1.

The matrix B is transformed into a diagonal matrix through a sequence of steps,
starting with B y= B and computing at step k

n a /2

B, = iL By il Jj
fel F=1

Although this is not written explicitly, the two sets of rotations {J;,1<I <n/2} and
{J;',1< I <n/2} depend on the step &. Moreover, since the rotations within each
set are disjoint, each set of rotations is applied in parallel. At a high level, the scheme of
Brent and Luk leads directly to a parallel architecture for the SVD, taking the form of a
square array with n/2 processors on a side. Processor JJ holds at the beginning of
step k the 2x2 submatrix of B,_, sitting at the intersection of rows 1 and j and
of columns r and s, where ij and rs are respectively the J-th and J-th pairs of
indices at step k. Each diagonal processor, such as processor JJ or processor JJ,
evaluates the two plane rotations, J; and J;' or J; and Jj, that zero out the two
off-diagonal entries of the submatrix it holds, and updates accordingly the two diagonal
entries. From each diagonal processor a representation of each of the two rotations is
sent either along the column to which the processor belongs, for the rotations applied
from the right such as J; and J,, or along the corresponding row, for the rotations
applied from the left such as J;' and Jj. (The choice of representation per se will be
discussed in Section V.) Each off-diagonal processor, JJ with I] #J, applies Jy
from the right and J;' from the left to the submatrix it holds. Then the entries are
exchanged between neighboring processors in the array in such a way that processor IJ
holds at the beginning of step k+1 the submatrix whose row indices and column
indices are respectively the 7-th and J-th pair of indices at step k +1.

For the symmetric eigenvalue problem, at every step J,’ is imposed to be equal to
Jf, 1<JI<n/2. This reduces the amount of computation to be performed by the
diagonal processors. Moreover, since all the iterates B, are symmetric, the array is
truncated to a triangular array,i.e. all the processors below the diagonal are removed.
Such an array is displayed in Figure 1 for n = 10; the arrows indicate the communica-
tions taking place during the exchanges while the horizontal and vertical links that carry
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the representations of the rotations are not shown. (Note that the amount of data com-
municated during the exchanges could be reduced to about half, which can be argued to
be minimal [7], if the order used so far, {1}U P* "5 with P the cyclic permutation
of Brent and Luk and & the step number, is kept when & is odd andis replaced by
P({i}U P*+3), where P{1,2,...,n} = {3,4, 1,2, 7,8,5,6,°--}, when k is even.
However this scheme is more complicated to implement.)

f_

Pr ie eee ee fpCoty sty eel le)

Figure 1. Array for the eigen-decomposition of a symmetric matrix of order 10.

III. CLIFFORD ALGEBRA

Weshall consider throughout this section the SVD problem;specialization of the
results to the symmetric eigenvalue problem will come in Section V. A diagonal proces-
sor, II, evaluates the left and right rotations, J;' and J,;, which diagonalize the 2x2
matrix it contains, and computes the new diagonal entries:

cos 6; -sin 6; |: ‘ cos 6; sin 6; zO
sin 6; cos6;|Le d -sin 0; cos 6; od

An off-diagonal processor, IJ, applies from the left the rotation J;' received from pro-
cessor JJ to the matrix it holds, and applies from the right the rotation J, received
from processor JJ:

cos @, sin 6ycos 6; -sin 07 ° bc d  sin 6; cos 6; -sin 87 cos Oy

In a search for the niost parallel way of evaluating the rotations and updating the
diagonal entries, and also of applying the rotations, we shall study the structure of the
space of real 2x2 matrices. The underlying structure to be exploited is that of a
Clifford algebra: the Clifford algebra of order 2, C . To introduce this structure, we
start from a vector space over the reals, E 2, of dimension 2; this vector space is a sub-
space of C. The reason for the notation E, is that an Euclidean norm is defined on
the vector space, given by the quadratic form u? 4u,? +u?, where u = (u, u,)

Page 10 of 18
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belongs to E . (Note that a Clifford algebra could also be defined starting with a
pseudo-Euclidean form, uj? -u? in two dimensions.) The scalar product of two vec-
tors, u and v, is also an element of C,, defined as u-v 4 (uv + vu )/2 where,
clearly, uv +vu =(u +v)*?-u?-v? isa scalar.

We have not yet defined uv, the Clifford product of the vectors u and v.
Since uv = (uv + vu )/2+(uv —vu)/2, if the exterior product (uv -vu)/24
u A v is defined, then the (Clifford) productis defined: uv = u-v +u A v. It fol-
lows from the definition of the exterior product that v A u =-u A v. Therefore,
selecting an orthogonal basis {e,,e,} of Ej, u A v =(uje,+u e,)A (vje,+
U2@2) = (u,v2—-u42v,)e;A e. Thus, geometrically, u A v_ defines the area of the
parallelogram with sides u and v. Furthermore the product uv is equal to
(u,v, + u2v2)I + (uyv2-u2v,)e,A e, the linear combination of a scalar (propor-
tional to the scalar unit, denoted by I ) and a bivector (proportional to e, A e>).

The Clifford algebra C, is defined as the vector space over the reals which is the
closure of E under Clifford multiplication. Already we have found two subspaces of
C,, E 2 and the two-dimensional subspace of the products of vectors. To go further we
would have to formally define, by induction, the product of arbitrary elements of C 5.
Because of a lack of space weshall instead define the product via the shortcut of an iso-
morphism. The isomorphism results from the identification:

1 0 0 1

e 1= }
0 -1 1 0

and Clifford product = matriz product. The reader may check that
1 0

» €&29=  

e; =e,e,= | | =I, eye, =I, ee, =(e,e,+e,¢,)/2 = 01,01

hence e, and e, form an orthonormal basis of E. Moreover
01€,A €2 = (e;e2-e€,€,)/2 = | |-1 0

Hence linear combinations of scalars and bivectors are of the form

 
   

Pi P2

P = pil + pre, A eg = 9
“P2 Pi

and vectors are of the form

41 42

GQ = 121+ 9282 =
Gq2 -41

Now we observe that any 2x2 real matrix m may be decomposed as p +q:

a b PitP2t42
n= =pt+q= ‘

e d “Pot. Pi-%

with p,= = te, P2= — a= eae and qe. Thus the space of
linear combinations of scalars, vectors and bivectorsis isomorphic to the linear space of
real 2x2 matrices. Since the set of real 2x2 matrices is closed under matrix multipli-
cation, the space of linear combinations of scalars, vectors and bivectors is also closed
under Clifford multiplication and is therefore the whole of the Clifford algebra C9.
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Upon identifying the real 2x2 matrices with the Clifford algebra C , a decompo-
sition of the real 2x2 matrices into two parts, p and q, has been brought to the
fore. This is an instance of the so-called decomposition of Clifford numbers into even
and odd parts. Indeed a Clifford algebra C,,, built from a vector space E ,,, has for
elements real linear combinations of scalars or 0-vectors, vectors or 1-vectors, bivectors
or 2-vectors, and so on up to m-vectors. Thus any element may be decomposed in a
unique way as the sum of an even part (a linear combination of even vectors) and an
odd part (a linear combination of odd vectors). In other words C,, is the direct sum
of two subspaces, an ‘even’ subspace denoted C *, and an ‘odd’ subspace denoted
C,,- The even subspace is closed under Clifford multiplication, written symbolically
C,;,C+t+=C fF, consequently it is a subalgebra of C,,. The odd subspacesatisfies
C,C,=CF ad C7jCt=CirC, =C,. (Of interest for the SVD computa-
tion of complex matrices is the Clifford algebra C4, isomorphic to the 2" =8 dimen-
sional space—over the reals—of complex 2x2 matrices, and with even subspace the
quaternions and odd subspace the antiquaternions (6].) The even subspace of C, is the
algebra of complez numbers; by extension, the odd subspace of C,, E, may becalled
the subspace of anticomplez numbers.

The units of the even subspace of C2 are elements p = p,I + p.e, Ae, with
unit norm, where the norm is naturally defined as (p? + p2)*. Therefore they can be
written under the form u(@) = cos@I + sin®e, Ae, with 0 < @< 2m, and hence they
are the plane rotations. It is easy to check (and this may also be derived as a special
case of a property of quaternions) that plane rotations commute with even Clifford
numbers and anticommute with odd Clifford numbers:

pu()= u()p , qu(@) = u(-)q

This enables us to pull the Jacobi rotations from the right to the left, both for the
evaluation of the rotations in the diagonal processors and for their application in the
off-diagonal processors:
- evaluation in processor II,

u(-9;)m u(@;) = u(-7) p u(6;) + u(-97)q u(4;)

= u(-0;)u(9;)p + u(-9;)u(-4;)q ,

hence, using the property that u(@) is isomorphic to the complex number exp(i@),

a 0

u(-67)m u(6;) = u(-07+6;)p +u(-9/-6))q =m =||
0d

- application in processor IJ,

u (-97)m u(@;) = u(-f) p u(6z) + u(-97)q u (Iz)

u(-0; + 0;)p +u(-0j-4,)q

hence, by pulling the rotations from the right to the left and exploiting the fact that p
and q_ are fully defined by their first column, the Jacobi rotations may be applied with
2 two-dimensional vector rotations instead of 4.

Representations of u(@,;) and u(-0;) must be computed as intermediate forms
in order to apply the Jacobi rotations and build up the matrices of singular vectors (or
eigenvectors if Bis symmetric) U and V7?as the products, accumulated over then n/2

steps, of the matrices J; and il J;', respectively. The evaluation of these
cag Isl

representations may be performed by finding the rotations u(@;) and u(-6;‘), where
6; 46,-0; and 6+ 46, +6}, that force the second component of the vectors
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(py -p>)? and (q1 ial" s respectively, to 0. This approach, exploiting the decompo-
sition of Clifford numbers into even and odd part, has been used on general purpose
computers, using standard arithmetic, from very early on (e.g. Forsythe and Henrici,
1960). However the use of that decomposition for the application of the rotations did
not follow. To understand why we have to place ourselves in the context of machines
using standard arithmetic. We first note that in this context the passage from
Sé, & {u (67), u(-6),1< 1 <n/2} to Sting & {u (07), u (-O7),1 <5 1 < n/2}, and
the passage from Sjig, to Spy 4S {u(8y),u(-05),1<1¢I <n /2}, where
07, 20, -0; and 675 4 6; + 87, are done via the trigonometric formulas for the
tangents of the rotation angles, using the +, x and / operations andalso, for the first
passage, V operations since tangents of half-angles must then be computed. The next
observation is that a rotation is ultimately represented by its cosine and sine in this con-
text and, given an intermediate tangent representation, generating the cosine/sine
representation requires +, x, /, andVoperations. The reason for not exploiting the
decomposition in a sequential setting is now clear: the computation of the cosine/sine
representation of S,,, given the tangent representation of Sdiag Tequires O(n”) +,
x, /, and V operations while the computation of the cosine/sine representation of Seiag
given its tangent representation costs only O(n) +, x, /, and V operations; the halv-
ing of multiplications obtained when performing the two-dimensional vector rotations
using the decomposition does not offset the large increase in +, x, /, and V operations
needed to find the representation of the rotations. The bottom line in a parallel setting
is that the use of the decomposition is not advantageous either, because it saves the time
of the rotation of a two-dimensional vector, i.e. a multiply and add, at the expense of
the time of the computation of tan @j, or tan Oj; given tan@, and tan 0j, i.e. a
multiply and add and a divide. Yet the existence of the decomposition signals something
significant. It removes some sequentiality at the level of the rotation operations and, if
an arithmetic implementation of the rotations is employed that is better adapted to
these operations than the traditional decomposition into + and x (and the derived /
and V) the advantage offered by the decomposition should clearly come out. CORDIC
arithmetic provides the kind of ‘adapted’ implementation we are looking for.

IV. EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT CORDIC ALGORITHMS

The CORDIC algorithm of Volder (1959) implements a plane rotation as a
sequence of elementary plane rotations. The elementary rotations are rotations with
tangents equal to o;t;, where o; = +1, t; = 2%, 1<i</ and I defines the angu-
lar resolution, 27. Multiplying a two-dimensional vector by an elementary rotation,

1 1 o; t;

Vil + t; -0; t; 1

would be easy to do with two shift-and-adds but for the scaling factor in front of the
matrix. By pulling all the scaling factors together into a single multiplicative constant
(for a given resolution), the basic form of the CORDIC algorithm is obtained:

Explicit CORDICalgorithm for plane rotation
- evaluation of a rotation that forces a vector (z y)* into the form (z’ 0)7

initialization: z;=2, y,; = y, 2,=0, 0, = sign (z,y;)
for 1 <i <l

Zin = Bot Oty;

Vier = — O82; + yi
441 = 2% —o,tan” t; (angles tan’ #; stored ina table)
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Oi41 = sign (2; y;)
- application of a rotation by an angle z toavector (x y )?

initialization: 2; = 2, yy, =Y, 21 = 2, O = —sign (z,)
for 1 <i <l

Ti+. = z+ ot y;

Mio = ~ Opa + ye
tn = z —o,;tan” f;
Tin. = ~ Sign z;

These two sequences of iterations are both followed by the multiplication by the global
multiplicative constant, decomposed into a minimal-length sequence of shift-and-adds.

The evaluation procedure employs essentially a bisection technique to force y;
toward 0, and concurrently updates the angle ‘counter’ z;. The application procedure
employs the samebisection technique to force the angle to zero, hence decomposing it
into signed increments, and meanwhile rotates the vector by this sequence of increments.

Quite often, and this is true for the Jacobi method, a rotation that is to be applied
is evaluated first, by forcing a vector along the first axis. In such instances it is not
necessary to compute the rotation angle explicitly; the sequence of bits {o;,1< i <1}
also defines the angle, albeit in an implicit fashion. Given such a sequence, determined
by forcing a vector along the first axis, a vector can be rotated by the corresponding
angle with no need for an angle counter. The implicit CORDIC algorithm for plane
totation follows: just remove any reference to the variable z in both evaluation and
application procedures; the sequence {o;,1 <i <1} will be given, instead of the angle
z, for the application procedure. (The implicit algorithm is more fundamental than the
ezplictt one; it can be generalized to the parallel implementation of higher dimensional
rotations while the ezplictt algorithm cannot{5}, [6].)

Vv. CORDIC JACOBI ROTATIONS

The first publication proposing that the CORDIC algorithm for plane rotation be
used to implement the parallel Jacobi algorithm of Brent and Luk followed very closely
the traditional approach, using standard arithmetic [3]. The explicit algorithm is used.
The representation of Sé, in terms of the angles, 9; and 6;*, is computed by rotating
in parallel onto the first axis the first columns of the even and odd parts of the 2x2

submatrices held in the diagonal processors. Recalling a result from Section III, these
columns are formed, quite easily, as (p, -p2)) =2(a+d ec-b)? and
(q1 92)’ = 2(a-d c+)". The representation of $4, in terms of the
angles, 6, and 67, is then obtained by means of additions and single bit shifts:
6, = (0; + 0;)/2, 9; = (0;*-67)/2. The application of the rotations in the off-
diagonal processors is done without the help of the decomposition into even and odd
part, by applying in parallel to the two rows of the 2x2 submatrix held in processor
IJ the rotation of angle @, and then applying in parallel to the two columns of the
result the rotation of angle -0;. The computation of the updated, diagonal, matrices in
the diagonal processors is done similarly, hence diagonal and off-diagonal processors
finish a step at the same time. If we take as time unit the time to effect 2 CORDIC
rotation, this implementation calls for 1 unit to evaluate S,;,, and 2 units to apply the
rotations, totaling 3 units per step.

Yang and Boéhmerecently observed that the explicit CORDIC algorithm enables a
faster implementation of the Jacobi rotations, fully based on the decomposition of 2x2
real matrices into even and odd part. The representation of Sj*, is computed as in [3].
Following [4], the computation of the diagonal entries also exploits the decomposition:
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once the first columns of p and q are rotated into (p{ 0)7 and (qj 0)7, the
entries are obtained readily as @ =p; +g; and d =p; -q,- Therepresentation
of S,s in terms of the angles 67, and 675 is obtained byfirst evaluating the angles
6; and 6; as in [3] and then merely adding and subtracting: 07; = 0; -6; and
675 4 0, +6}. The computation of S,,, is definitely much easier than with standard
arithmetic! The application of the rotations in the off-diagonal processors is done by
first decomposing—as done in the diagonal processors—the 2X2 matrix held into a pro-
cessor into even and odd part, m = p +q, then applying in parallel the rotation by
6;, to the first column of P and the rotation by -@j} to the first column of q,
obtaining vectors (p/ -pj)” and (q{/ qz)7, and finally reconstructing the rotated
matrix as a’= pj +q{, b’'=p, +43, ¢’=-pz +42, and d’=p; -q2. This
implementation calls for 1 unit to diagonalize the matrices held in the diagonal proces-
sors and evaluate S,s, , and 1 unit to apply the rotations, totaling 2 units per step. By
better exploiting the mathematical structure than in [3], computation time is reduced by
1/3 with the same hardware.

The use of an ezplicit CORDIC algorithm imposes a degree of sequentiality which
can be avoided in an implementation based on an implicit CORDIC algorithm. With
the ezplicit algorithm the off-diagonal processors can start applying the rotations of a
given step only after the rotation angles have been evaluated in the diagonal processors.
Moreover, because of the exchange between processors, and more specifically between
diagonal and off-diagonal processors, concluding each step, the ‘evaluation’ in the diago-
nal processors and the ‘application’ in the off-diagonal processors cannot be pipelined.
This leads to the 1+ 2 time units per step of [3] and the 1+ 1 time units per step of
[9], with the off-diagonal processors idle during the first time unit. However, as was first
proposed in [4], the evaluation and application may be overlapped if the rotation angles
are computed implicitly, bit by bit, and these bits are sent as soon as computed to the
off-diagonal processors.

Assume an implicit CORDIC algorithm is employed in order to overlap the evalua-
tion of the rotations in the diagonal processors and their application in the off-diagonal
processors. In order to evaluate the rotations, and also to apply them as fast as possible,
the decomposition into even and odd part is used in both diagonal and off-diagonal pro-
cessors. Consider an off-diagonal processor, JJ. To generate an implicit, bit-level,
representation of the angles 6j, = 0, -—0; and 0;5 4 0, + 6}, implicit representations
of 6; and 0} must first be generated, in processors JJ and JI respectively. These
representations are themselves obtained from the bit level representations of {07, 67}
and {6;7,0j+}, using the relations 6, = (87 +63)/2 and 6; = (0;+-6;)/2. Now the
bits, or better ‘digits’, in the implicit representations are coefficients of angles onto the
basis formed by the ‘elementary’ angles tant;. Since t; = 2* these angles are not
commensurable, in the sense that one angle cannot be obtained as a linear combination
of other angles with coefficients that are signed powers of two,i.e. by which a multipli-
cation can easily be performed. This justifies the ‘basis’ denomination employed earlier.
This also implies that if an angle is represented by a sequence o 4S {o;,1<i </}
with o; =+1 and another angle is represented by a sequence o’ 2 {a/,1<i <1}
with o/ = +1, finding a representation of the sum of the two angles by a sequence
ot Af{ot, 1<i <1} with of = +1 is difficult. In particular the computation of oy
depends on the whole sets o and o’. Sequentiality would thus come back to hauntus.
To get around this problem one should pursue the ‘basis’ paradigm and think of the
sequences o and o’ as vectors, with ith component o; and oj respectively. A
representation, o+, of the sum is obtained by merely adding components and definingo;+ = 0; +0, equal to 0 or +2. This construction is denoted ot = 0 +0’, like a
vector addition. In general the components, or digits, in the representations are 0 or
signed powers of two. Thus, if an angle must be divided by two, it should not have
components equal to +1. Since 6; = (0j;+-67)/2 the components of of and oj
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may, it seems, be taken equal to +1, then of = 2"\(oj*-o7) has components equal to
0 or +1. However this means that on the ith iteration, the elementary rotation would
have tangent 0 or +t;. The scaling factors differ in both cases and, to preserve a con-
stant global scaling, when the tangent is 0 the components of the vector being rotated,
z; and y;, should be multiplied by 1/1 + ¢;*. Unfortunately this cannot be done in a
single iteration with shift-and-add hardware. On the other hand, if the components of
o;/2 and oj'/2 are taken equal to +1, they can be evaluated by rotating along the
first axis the first columns of p and q using an implicit CORDIC algorithm with
‘double’ elementary rotations

1 o;t; 1-t,? o;° 2¢;"1 1 1
11| V1l4+t; —o; t; 1 1+ ¢,? —6;° 2t; 1-t;?

Indeed, the ith elementary rotation rotates by +2tan™t; and hence the process of
rotating with these elementary rotations a vector along the first axis generates the
decomposition {o; = +1,1<% </} of half the angle between the vector and the axis.
Of course, as in the standard algorithm of Section IV, the rotations are applied unscaled
and the multiplication by the constant equal to the the product of the scaling factors,
decomposed into a short sequence of shifts and adds, is applied afterwards. From the
implicit representations o7/2 and oj*/2, with components +1, the implicit representa-
tion of 0; is obtained readily as: oj = oj'/2-o7/2, with components 0 or +1.
Similarly, the representation of 6, is obtained from oj/2 and oj/2 according to:
ao, =a}/2+ 07/2. However, because we use the decomposition into even and odd
part, we are really interested in 97, and 6;5. Their implicit representations are
Ojy = 9; -o;7 and of; =o; + 07 or, in terms of the sequences evaluated by the diag-
onal processors JJ and JJ,

O77 =of[2+ajz/2-of[2+ 07/2 , of; =of/2+oj/2+ of/2-o;/2 .
Therefore the representations have components 0, +2 or +4.

A highly parallel implementation of the parallel Jacobi algorithm of Brent and Luk
for the SVD, based both on the decomposition of 2x2 matrices into even and odd part
and on the use of implicit CORDIC algorithms, may now be described. The algorithm
exploits the decomposition exactly like the algorithm in [9]; the differences are only in
the CORDIC algorithms employed:

- In diagonal processor IJ, the vectors (p, -p,)’ =24%a+d c-b)? and
(q; 92)? =2"%(a-d c-+b)? are formed first. Then, in parallel, the two vectors
are rotated along the first axis with double elementary rotations, thus generating at each
iteration one of the signs in each sequence o;/2 and o;*/2. As soon as evaluated,
both signs are sent (more precisely, propagated in a systolic fashion) to the off-diagonal
processors along both row J andcolumn 7. Thescaling iterations are then applied in
parallel to the two vectors, yielding (p{ 0)? and (q{ 0)?. Finally, the diagonal
entries of the rotated matrix are obtained as @ = pj + qj and d =p; -qj.

- In off-diagonal processor IJ, the vectors (p, —p2)’ =2"(a+d c-b)?
and (q, qa)" =2'"a-d c+b a are formed first. Then, in parallel, the scaling
iterations are applied to the two vectors. (Note that the global scaling factor is the
square of the scaling factor for double elementary rotations, which is itself the square of
the scaling factor of the standard CORDICalgorithms of Section IV.) Before the last
scaling iteration the first sign in each sequence, 07/2, oj'/2, o7/2 and o}/2, reaches
the processor. The sequence of unscaled elementary rotations is then applied simultane-
ously on both vectors; to the p-vector are applied the rotations defined by the com-
ponents of oj, and to the q-vector are applied the rotations defined by the components
of -oj}. Let us denote, locally, by o; the ith component of oj or -ojy; the
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associated angle is o,;tan't;. If o; = +4 the unscaled elementary rotation matrix is
+4

fe 1 - 6¢;? + t;‘ + (44; - 4t;°)

—t; 1 + (At; + 4t;°) i= 6t;? + t;4

If o; = +2 the unscaled elementary rotation matrix is
+

a6|Fa i-t4 + (2+ 24°)
(1 + t;?) =

~h|4 + (-2t, -2¢,°) 1-4,

If o; = 0, a nil rotation, the unscaled elementary rotation matrix is

0 | 1 + 2t;7 + ¢;‘ 01

(itt?) | 01 0 1 + 2¢,;7 + t;*

Denoting the resulting rotated vectors by (pj -pz)? and (q1 qz)7, the rotated
matrix js eventually constructed as a’=p; +41, 6’=p2 + qi, c’=-P2 +492,
and d'=p; -42-

The diagonal processors consist of two ‘double’ rotation implicit CORDIC modules.
A custom chip implementing such modules has been designed; it operates on 32-bit fixed
point words, with 5 extra guard bits. It has been fabricated with a 24 CMOSprocess
and performs the CORDICiterations at 11 MHz. Its area is slightly smaller than the
area of a chip implementing the method of Yang and Béhme,using the explicit CORDIC
algorithm of Section IV. It requires both 2¢; and 1;? shifters instead of just 4;
shifters; the shifter area is 1.4 times the area of the shifter for the ‘explicit’ method.
However the shifters require less area than the adders, and the adder area for the expli-
cit method is about 1.4 times the area for our method. (To add 3 numbers an array of
3-to-2 carry save adders, whose area is about one tenth of the area of a fast adder,is
used to reduce the numbers to be added to 2). Finally, a ROM is neededto store the
angles tant; in the explicit method.

The off-diagonal processors consist of two ‘quadruple’ rotation implicit CORDIC
modules. The shifter area is about twice that of the diagonal processor modules. The
adder area is slightly larger than that of a diagonal module: 5-to-2 carry save adders
replace 3-to-2 carry save adders and extra wiring is needed to bring in the inputs. The
total area should be about 1.4 times the area of a diagonal module. The cycle time for
an iteration must be about 15 per cent longer than for the standard CORDIC algorithm
used by Yang and Bdhme. However, because of the complete overlap of the application
of the rotations in the off-diagonal processors with their evaluation in the diagonal pro-
cessors, a step requires half as many cycles as with Yang and Bdhme’s method.

In the special case of the symmetric eigenvalue problem a simpler, very elegant,
parallel architecture is obtained. Indeed, the symmetry implies that 6; = 97, hence
6; =0 and only the sums 0; need to be evaluated by the diagonal processors. More
precisely, only the sequence of signs ojt/2 must be generated and sent. The off-
diagonal processors apply rotations defined by the components of

O77 = oy -of = of/2-o7t/2 and of} =o; tof =of/2+ 07/2 .
- In diagonal processor II, consisting of a single double rotation module, the vector

(44 q.)' =2'(a-d 2b yr is formed first. Then the vector is rotated along the
first axis with double elementary rotations, thus generating at each iteration one of the
signs in the sequence o;'/2. As soon as evaluated, each sign is propagated to the off-
diagonal processors along both row I and column J. Thescaling iterations are then
applied to the vector, yielding (qi 0)’. Finally, the diagonal entries of the rotated
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matrix are obtained as @ = 2"(a + d)+q{ and d =2(a +d)-qj.
- In off-diagonal processor IJ , consisting of two double rotation modules, the vectors

(pi -p2)’ =2"atd c-b)” and (qi 92)" =2%a-d c+b)" are
formed first. Then, in parallel, the scaling iterations are applied to the two vectors. (The
global scaling factor is the square of the scaling factor for the standard CORDICalgo-
rithm.) Before the last scaling iteration the first sign in each sequence, oj'/2 and
o}/2, reaches the processor. The sequence of unscaled elementary rotations is then
applied simultaneously on both vectors; to the p-vector are applied the rotations defined
by the components of a7; and to the q-vector are applied the rotations defined by the
components of -oj$. These components, denoted locally by o;, can only take three
values: 0 and +2. If o; = +2 the unscaled elementary rotation matrix is

£2
py 1-%t;? «£24;

Shs +(-2t,) 1-t,?

If o; = 0, a nil rotation, the unscaled elementary rotation matrix is

i 4 1a? 8
(1 + t;?) =

01 C1247

Only one module type, the implicit double rotation module already designed,is
needed. Moreover, thanks to the implicit nature of the algorithm, rotations with vari-
able angular resolution [5], [8] can easily be evaluated and applied,still in a fully parallel
way. By starting from a low resolution and increasing the resolution in later steps, the
number of CORDIC iterations per step may be decreased significantly with almost no
increase in the total numberofsteps.
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